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Welcome to Pane in the Tale‘s Diving Rod page 
Vers=Werke zur Weihnachtszeit/Verse Works at Christmas 

What is this? 
It is an experience.  Not a program with a defined flow and logic, not a study of some 
grouping of items somehow linked by more than the superficial reality that they all 
are in German (except one), not a report on some defined subject.  I’ll explain it all 
in a bit (as briefly as I can), but it is an experience. 

A 
What is included? 
A 5 part experience to view and use online or to download. have links to experience 
and or download on charts 5 parts. 

Most of the offerings have comments and translations  Id suggest looking the printed 
matter over first, maybe download, before listening to the pieces.  But there is no 
requirement at all here.  Does anybody get or give Christmas presents with 
requirements for time, repetition, focus of use?  I hope not.  And I have none for this 
gift either. 
The table of contents is the next document.   

How to use it? 
As you see fit.  Note however re posting target: before 12/23. It may be that I will 
send this all out in 5 daily segments.  Web posting is relatively new to me so it is 
taking longer than I’d anticipated.  Or it might suddenly come together and all be 
posted at once.  Either way, I’d make a suggestion for those who just are interested in 
sampling, any just looking for the best part, etc.:  if you are going to limit your 
involvement here, I would listen to and watch the two Sonat Vox pieces at the end, In 
the Bleak Midwinter and Stille Nacht—but be sure to have the translation available for 
Stille Nacht. 

And the point is? 
I was thinking how I might express Merry Christmas or Happy Holidays in a somewhat 
original way.  I was trying to imagine one that captures this Christian holiday’s Good 
News.  I wanted an idea that expresses the same promise that appearances can be 
misleading, especially today with the life of our nation’s constitutional democracy is 
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in danger approaching that of 12/7/1941 and Fort Sumpter in 1861.  The Christian 
Message is one of a revelation of good news.  What cold I say that makes that same 
point but without being a religious statement, without using the same old wooden 
stock phrases that the card companies have been twisting, brings for the whole world 
unexpected Good News—and its vehicle is the most unexpected source:  a baby. 

There is a poem that expresses the notion that there are things hidden from our view 
in this world, which seem to get revealed by some unseen touch and turn out to be 
could be boons for all.  We tend to call it that inspiration.  But might some part of it 
have been waiting for just the right touch, for the right person to in-breathe, in-spire? 
And can we begin  to see the birth Jesus not a product of our hunting and analyses,  
but as a response from somewhere else to our hopeful but frustrated wandering, of a 
promise that makes even angels sing? 
This simple appearing four line poem written in 1835 expresses that wonderfully.  The 
author is perhaps the most popular of Germany’s Romantic Era poets:  Joseph Freiherr 
von Eichendorff, 1788-1857 (Joseph Baron of Eichendorff). poet, novelist, storyteller,  
lawyer, traveling administrative representative of the Prussian King, impoverished 
Roman Catholic aristocrat. He wrote: 

Wünschelrute 1835 Divining Rod.. 

Schläft ein Lied in allen Dingen,// There sleeps a song in all of being 

Die da träumen fort und fort// which sleeps on, dreaming, undisturbed, 

Und die Welt hebt an zu singen// And then the world rings out with singing, 

Triffst du nur das Zauberwort.// If you but touch the magic word. 

Joseph Freiherr von 
Eichendorff

tel:1788-1857
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THE CHFISTMAS CONNECTION: 

IN EXPERIENCING YOUR PART OF THIS, MAY YOU TOO IN YOUR STRIVINGS BRUSH AGAINST 
THAT MAGIC WORD WHICH MAKES YOUR WORLD RISE UP, EVEN IF BRIEFLY AND SILENTLY 
JUST FOR YOU,  AND SING. 

Frohe Weihnachten und ein 
frohes, friedliches, heiteres 

Neues Jahr 2022! 
Merry Christmas and a happy, 

peaceful serene New Year 2022!


